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Audi Q7 Black Line Plus 50 TDI Quattro Tiptronic

Year 2022

Engine 2967

Power CV 286

Km 0

Model Q7

Condition Nou

Type SUV 4x4

Fuel Benzina

No. of doors 5

Gearbox Automàtic

Price 85.200,00 €

Audi Q7 Black Line Plus 50 TDI quattro tiptronic 286cv 7 Seats - NEW (Delivery on December 22) - S-Line sports package - Color Daytona Gray Pearl Effect - Open panoramic roof - Black plus
style package - Sport adaptive air suspension - Front seats S-Line PLUS sports cars with electrical adjustment and memory function - Valcona leather with S logos on seats - Matrix LED headlights
with dynamic indicators - Audi virtual cockpit plus - Heated front seats - Third row of seats (7 seats) - Alloy wheels 10J x 22 from Audi Sport - Comfort key with sensor-controlled boot release and
boot lid with electrical opening and closing - Control buttons in black glass optics with enlarged aluminum optics - Fuel tank with a volume of 85 liters - Electric auxiliary heating for air conditioning -
Electrically opening and closing tailgate - Audi connect Navigation and Infotainment - Audi smartphone interface - A udi sound system - Lane departure warning - Surrounding cameras - Adaptive
cruise control ACC - Tour assistance package - City assistant package - Parking assistant package with park assist plus - Rear side airbags - Black roof bars - Shell of the exterior mirrors in black -
Privacy windows (tinted) - Heated multifunction leather steering wheel plus - Ambient and contour lighting package - 24 month Official warranty -

* We have been careful in the description of the characteristics of this vehicle, even so they do not represent a guarantee for writing errors and data transmission.


